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The future
is happening
now

By June 2014, the NBN was available
in more than 600,000 premises
across the country1 and was
rolled out at twice the rate of the
previous twelve month period.
Similar increases in the pace of
the rollout are expected this year
and next.

NBN – From Disruptor
to Enabler

2014 also saw the beginning of
copper line disconnection and
disruption to existing telephone and
ADSL services prompting concern
from some businesses. For example:
As the NBN roll out continues and
more disconnections take place,
around one million back-to-base
monitored alarms will require an
upgrade to operate in an NBN world.
Despite the widespread publicity,
there is a surprising lack of
awareness and plenty of confusion
within households and businesses
about the NBN cutover.

Around one million
back-to-base monitored
alarms will require an
upgrade to be able to
operate in an NBN world.

According to research by service
provider iiNet, around two thirds of
Australians think switching from
copper to NBN is optional, while
62 per cent believe their copper
landline will remain connected even
if they don’t switch to the NBN.2
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The ramifications for the security,
health and aged care industry are
clear. As the switch off progresses,
security companies can expect to
be inundated with phone calls from
end users who will find their back
to base security alarms suddenly
not working or homes and businesses
reporting operating issues with their
alarm systems. Monitored medical
alarms will need to be replaced with
next generation devices that can
work in the new NBN fibre era.

This presents businesses with
opportunities, but how do you
capitalise on it?
Taking security alarms as a case study,
communication is a critical factor in
making customer migration seamless.
The different parties involved in an
alarm installation – alarm installers,
alarm companies, NBN Co, service
providers and the alarm manufacturers
must work together to minimise the
risk of operating problems.

With more than one
million homes and
businesses across
Australia, it would be
worth your while to
make it your business.

This might sound like it is not for
you and your business, but with
more than one million homes and
businesses across Australia, it
would be worth your while to make
it your business.
In the security industry, alarm
installers and alarm companies are
well placed to take advantage of
the opportunity presented by this
situation. They have:
	Direct relationships with
the end user
	Knowledge of physical
alarm locations
	Forewarning of the
imminent changes
NBN Co, telephone & internet service
providers can’t move on this space
yet. Usually, they don’t even know
the equipment exists.
This is a customer engagement
opportunity too good to miss.
To assist, Hills has developed an NBN
Ready training program to help
security companies communicate
with end users early to ensure
customers don’t reach the copper
disconnection stage without their
service being migrated.

1.	NBN Co. Full Year Results, 28 August 2014
http://www.nbnco.com.au/content/dam/nbnco2/documents/nbnco-annual-results-presentation.pdf
2.	iiNet: Most Aussies unaware of copper cut-off, 22 May 2014
http://www.iinet.net.au/about/mediacentre/releases/2014-05-22-iinet-copper-cutoff-unaware.html

Checklist
for your
business’ NBN
readiness plan:

Understand
device
compatibility

	Determine an optimum
migration path based on
known technical facts.
Will you migrate using
PSTN or other technology
such as wireless? Some
segments such as
commercial customers
may be moved directly
to cellular/IP.
	Reassure your end users
that their alarm will work.
Proactively communicate
and don’t wait for them
to ask.

Know who is
affected and when

Train your staff

	NBN Co can offer you
access to the switchover
Disconnection Address
Database. Email

	Most companies have
several existing inbound
and outbound channels
who deal with end users.
legacyservices@nbnco.com.au
Make sure those who deal
to request access to
with end users have
the disconnection
consistent information.
address database.

	This database lists
all addresses which
are scheduled for
disconnection as well
as the planned date.
	You can compare this to
your own database of
customers to identify
which ones you need
to contact.
	Send them a targeted
letter or call them to
start the conversation
about moving to the NBN.
	Simple advice is better
– don’t overload end users
with specifics in the first
contact; just ask them to
contact you so you can
provide tailored advice.

Source: http://telstrawholesale.com.au/nbn/nbn-rollout/index.htm

	Have your team ready to
answer commonly asked
questions such as:
–	Will my device work
on the NBN?
–	
If it won’t, do you have
a model that does?
–	What service providers
over the NBN will best
support my device?

Create a
communications
strategy and
communicate
with your end users

 You can do simple things
like updating your 		
website with a clear 		
position on NBN 		
compatibility. Make sure
you publish a clear call to
action for your customers
– e.g. “when the NBN is
coming to your area, give
us a call to discuss 		
moving your alarm onto
the NBN.”
	NBN Co has put together
a package of assets, able
to be adapted to your
business to help keep
your customers informed
about what needs to be
done to migrate their
security alarm to a phone
service provided by the
NBN. Fact sheets on
disconnection and
migration, template
letters for end users
and frequently asked
questions for call
centre staff are some
of the tools available
to assist customer
communications.
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